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Understand each online consumer in real-time 

Digital Consumer Profiling. 



3.5 billion interactions analyzed 

700+ websites, all sorts and sizes 

A connected digital ecosystem 
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With plenty of information each 

Millions of profiles available. 
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Continuously analyzed by algorithms. 
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The first ever public data platform 

for digital marketing 

Available as SaaS to anyone Public + 
private 
DMP 
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Understand your audience. 
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See who they are, what they want 

Get and compare detailed insights. 
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See who they are, what they want 

Dig deeper for consumer trends. 
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In real-time, for each user 

Target anything: content, banners,  

design or even code 
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Campaign & 
Creative 
testing 

Website 
optimization 

Campaign 
optimization 

Advanced 
retargeting 

Media 
optimization 

Real time 
bidding 

One choice platform, many use cases. 
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18-25 pregnant 
women, car 
owner, and 

interested in 
SAFETY  

Movie 
lovers 

Single 
men 

Parents 
with high 
income 

People 
looking to 
buy a new 

car 

Ages 13-40 
urban, 

engaged by  
our previous 

campaign 

Young 
Marketer

s 

Female 
geeks 

250+ metrics to combine. 
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full response analytics for each choice 
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optimize targeting & results 
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At least 2-10 times increase in CTR 

Expect better results. 
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office@avandor.com 

Ask your agency for Avandor 


